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lEikndh; -----

ekuorkokn dks uwru ǹf"V ls ògr :i esa ns[kuk gh uO; 

ekuorkokn gSA ekuo ds vfrfjDr vU; thoksa] yrk] xqYe] ;gk¡ 

rd dh thou ds m"kkdky esa py jgs futhZo lrkvksa dks Hkh 

dY;k.k dh Hkkouk esa vfHkflafpr djuk uO; ekuorkokn gSA 

lsey] ikni iztkfr dk ,d vfr egRoiw.kZ ò{k gS ftlus lfn;ksa 

ls ekuo dY;k.k dh mPpre ,"k.kk ds lkFk] ikni iztkfr dk 

flj Å¡pk dj jfDre iq"iksa ls vius vkHkk e.My dk lkSUn;Z 

fc[ksjk gSA lsey ije lrk ds jgL;e; vfHkizdk'k ekbØksokbVk 

dk ?kuhHkwr LFky cuk gSA izd̀fr iznr iapoVh ds ik¡p ò{kksa esa ls 

,d gksrs gq, Hkh euq"; us lsey ds vfrfjDr pkjksa ò{kksa dks 

laj{k.k fn;k ijUrq lsey dk laj{k.k rks nwj] mldks lewy u"V 

djus dks rRij gSA ftl xfr ls bl lEHkkx esa gksyh dh ijEijk 

dk ogu djrs gq, bldh dVkbZ gqb gS] mlesa ekuo euh"kk dk 

fnokfy;kiu gh >ydrk gSA euq"; dks viuh cqf) dks bl rjg 

dh HkkotM+rk ls eqDr djuk gh gksxk] vU;Fkk ekuork HkkotM+rk 

ds ik'k esa c) gksdj viuh mPp vfHkO;fDr dks [kks nsxhA

lkslk;Vh QkWj ekbØksokbVk fjlpZ ,.M bUVhxzsVsM 

esfMflu ¼Lefje½ dk bl fn'kk esa igy djuk uO; ekuorkoknh 

iz;kl gSA o"kZ 2012 ds 1 ls 7 ekpZ rd pys lsey laj{k.k 

lIrkg us dbZ cqf)thfo;ksa dks bl fn'kk esa lkspus dks m)r 

fd;k gSA dbZ i;kZoj.k izzsfe;ksa us bl fn'kk esa lkspk Hkh ijUrq 

fodYi ds vHkko esa gkFk ij gkFk /kjs cSBs jgsA ijEijkvksa dh 

tfVy csfM+;ksa ds cU/ku esa vkc) ekuo cqf) dHkh Hkh foLr̀r 

foospu ugha dj ldrh gSA Lefje dh igy us tgk¡ dbZ 

O;fDr;ksa dks fodYi fn;k ogha dbZ yksx ladqfpr euksòfr ls 

Lefje dh eqfge dk fojks/k dj nwj gV x,A vkus okyk le; gh 

crk;sxk dh bl vfHk;ku dk ifj.kke D;k gksxkA Lefje us 

lHkkvksa] i=d forj.k] ,l,e,l] lekpkj i= vkfn dbZ 

ek/;eks a  ls  

lsey dh egÙkk 

dh ppkZ rFkk 

blds laj{k.k 

dh vko';drk 

ij tksj fn;k 

gSA ijEijkxr 

lsey dh gksyh 

u tykdj 

fodYi ds :i 

esa yksg&LrEHk 

dk iz;ksx dj 

lq[kh ?kkl o 

d.Ms tykdj ò{kksa dh dVkbZ ds fcuk gh gksyh dh ijEijk dk 

ogu djus dk lans'k fn;k gSA ,d O;fDr dh ekufld 'kqf) esa 

le; yxrk gS] fQj lEiw.kZ lekt dh lksp dks ifo= cukuk 

cPpksa dk [ksy ughaA O;fDr tkxs] lekt tkxs] vkSj viuh euh"kk 

dh HkkotM+rk dh dyqf"kr Nk;k dks ògr ds vkOgku ds jfDre 

izdk'k ls rksM+ nsA lsey dh j{kk djsa] laj{k.k nsa] lao/kZu djsa] 

/kukRed ekbØksokbVk ds ?kuRo dks c<+k;s] ekulk/;kfRed 

lk/kuk esa rhoz xfr ls c<+s rks bl vfHk;ku dh vkHkk ekuork ds 

fodkl dk lksiku cusxhA

ekbØksokbVk dh enn ls vk/;kfRed ifjos'k l̀"V djus 

okyk] dbZ if{k;ksa dk vkJ; LFky vkSj vkS"k/kh; xq.kksa ls ifjiw.kZ 

ftl ò{k dks izd̀fr us Hkh fo"ke ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa cpus dk j{kk 

dop fn;k gS] mls rFkkdfFkr cqf}thoh dkVdj v/ktyk QSadus 

dks m)r gS & bl ò{k dk laj{k.k djuk D;k le; dh ekax ugha 

gS \
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Reader's

Column

Synopsis : The quantum reduction process is the interaction between (pure) consciousness and the world, consisting of particles, forces, 
energy, space-time.

Motivation : In the article 'A new ontological model to approach evolution' Henk de Weijer writes among other things on the relation between 
consciousness and the world of matter and energy. I will comment on this aspect of his article. 

My interpretation : The thinking of mankind is like a snake or a lobster: after a growth period it has to cast its skin. In the past centuries we can 
see an example of this skin casting process. Since the enlightenment age of Western cultures, science had outgrown the beliefs and claims of 
prevailing religious thought models (the ”skin”). Therefore scientists thought they had to do away with every aspect of religion, including the 
ontological independent existence of the essence of consciousness, the existence of a non-material “I-ness”, a Self, which may be defined as: 
“that which experiences”

Science rejected the existence of a  non-material “I-ness of the Mind” for the following reason. If a non-material mind (not reducible to 
particles, forces etc.) exists, then some physical energy must flow between this mind and the body (the brain) in order to explain experiences 
flowing towards this I and choices flowing form the I in the opposite direction. This flow of energy has not been measured and will (probably) 
never be measured. Therefore an immaterial, ontologically independent mind (“I”) does not exist, was the reasoning.

But since the advent of quantum mechanics another reasoning became possible (without the vast majority of the scientists being aware of 
it): contact between matter and a non-material mind (I-ness, that which experiences all contents of consciousness) may be brought about by the 
so-called 'quantum mechanical reduction process' (or whichever equivalent of it in interpretations of quantum mechanics without a reduction 
process).

What is this quantum mechanical reduction process? In quantum physics the reduction process passes the experimental result on to the 
observer. This process reduces the different possible measurement outcomes into one real observation. Such a collection of possible, but not 
yet real observation outcomes, is called a superposition in quantum mechanics. This means that all potential outcomes (weighed with their 
complex probability amplitudes) are at the same time superposed, added on top of each other, before the reduction into one specific real 
outcome takes place. We find these reduction processes (from superposition to outcome) mainly in physics experiments with subatomic 
particles, atoms, molecules and quantum coherent assemblies of particles.

Arguments exist that point towards the relevance and essential role of the quantum mechanical reduction processes in conscious 
experience and conscious choice (see Roger Penrose, Stuart Hameroff, Henry Stapp and others). Apart from the basic relation that the 
quantum reduction processes have with measurement and observation and therefore with consciousness, they have a number of properties 
that make them uniquely suitable for the direct communication with the “I-ness of the mind”, the Self.

(1) The ability to combine multiple things in the material world to one whole due to the so-called quantum entanglement, which implies 
instantaneous communication between distant parts of a system without signal transduction (non-locality, 'spooky actions at a distance', 
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiments).

(2) Outcomes are totally non-deterministic, which means they are essentially unpredictable. Only the probabilities that the different outcomes 
have, can be known in advance. There are no hidden variables that determine the outcome (Bell's inequalities experimentally verified).

(3) The different outcomes of quantum reduction processes may have quite different effects energetically (depending on the outcome) but still 
in these processes no energy ever flows. So, if the quantum reduction processes are the connecting processes between the brain and the 
“I-ness”, no energy transfer is involved in communicating experiences and choices towards and from I-ness.

In this way - because they are the quantum reduction processes - the perceptions enter the irreducible Oneness of I, and choices emanate 
from it. They are essentially unpredictable, free, above the physical laws, simply as free- will-choices or decisions of I-ness, of  the Self, without 
physical energy flowing to or from this I, this Self, this Mind.

In short: the main argument to stop believing in a non-material mind has vanished since quantum mechanics. So, the original plan of 
science to do away with even the essence of consciousness is no longer necessary. Instead, we can keep science with all its achievements 
together with the essential subjective element of reality: I-ness, the I of the mind, consciousness (that which experiences and chooses the 
contents of consciousness), the 'Abstract Ego' as quantum mathematician John Von Neumann called it, just in front of which the experiencing 
and choosing quantum reduction processes happen. 

We have these two worlds: the world of objective things and the world of the Self, as well as the previously mentioned quantum mechanical 
reduction processes which connect the world of objects and energy in space-time with the world of I-ness, Self, the Perennial Now. On the side 
of  I, I-ness, ultimate Self no space, no time, no objects, no energy (in the physical sense) exists but only experiences that borrow space and time 
from the other side, the objective universe including our nerve cells. The quantum reduction processes happen in what can be called the 
'Quantum Reduction Boundary': substrates of material structures (e.g. nerve cells, microtubules, etc.) that are able to sustain the quantum 
superpositions that represent the possible experiences in every conscious being, every embodiment of Generalized Consciousness.

It is not one-way traffic on the Quantum Reduction Boundary: not only input of experiences towards I-ness, but also output of choices of  I-
ness towards the world of space-time, matter and energy, in this way reducing superpositions of choice possibilities to one choice outcome 
which is carried out by the body. The introspectively felt Unity of Consciousness corresponds to the reduction of an entangled superposed wave 
function happening as one indivisible whole. This also explains the intrinsic binding of all different parts and aspects of our experience and 
choices at a certain moment into one total 'phenomenal perspective'.

The above synthesis corresponds on the one hand with science and on the other hand with spirituality including the knowledge of the Self, I-
ness. With these ingredients we have a beginning, the frame of a new “skin” for the thinking of mankind. So let us start with this and then discover 
how to move forward.
Penrose R. 1990. The Emperor's New Mind. Oxford University Press, New York.

Penrose R. 1994. Shadows of the mind.  Oxford University Press, New York.

Hameroff S. 1994. Quantum coherence in microtubules: a neural basis for emergent consciousness? J Consciousness Studies, 1(1).

Stapp H. 1999. Mind, Matter, and Quantum Mechanics. Springer-Verlag, Berlin.

Neumann J-V. 1955. Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. Princeton University Press.
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1 Evolution and the science of microvita

1.1 The position of microvita in first phase of evolution

During Planck time when the state of Oneness bifurcated into an objective and a 
subjective universe, microvita entered the very first stage of evolution. Temperature and 
pressure were extreme and under such conditions microvita could not become active, 

1
they only could expand and hibernate . But at recombination, with a temperature of 
4000K, the situation changed drastically. The crude negative microvita woke up from 
their inertness and became active. It is interesting to note here what Theilhard de 

Chardin in "Le phenomène humain" wrote about the later uniting of atoms. "By simple addition or juxtaposition 
2matter does not arise from atoms. A mysterious substance contains them and binds them together…"  It is 

obvious that he thought of some subtle substratum inside or around the existence of atoms. These 'mysterious 
emanations of Cosmic Factor' which P.R. Sarkar called 'microvita', first catalyze the formation of atoms and 
afterwards of molecules, mega molecules, cells and ultimately all other chemical and biological structures. 
During recombination, at the nadir of the Cosmic Cycle of Evolution, subatomic particles, with their expressed 
energy but latent consciousness (subatomic particles), united with units that possessed expressed 
consciousness, but had a minimum level of subtle energy, microvita. Different from what Dr. Michael Towsey 
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writes  that atoms are the first complete, prefabricated components of the universe that, because of their 
included conscious, intelligent and creative microvita, allow for greater complexity in the form of biological 
structures. This increased complexity is the characteristic of the second phase of evolution, the phase of 
biological life.

1.2 Four forces of nature and intelligence versus randomness

This new completeness paved the way for intelligence as a driving force in evolution. During the first 
phase of evolution the four forces of nature suffice to overcome random, so slow, developments. In the second 
phase internal and external fields of microvita, with their practical intelligence, act as morphogenetic agents 
that accelerate the low speed of a random process. Natural forces, mutation, natural selection, gene flow, 
genetic drift and natural selection need not be denied as driving forces, but intelligence inside species and their 
environment will appear to play an important role in evolution. In 2010 scientists at the University of Liver pool 
provided experimental evidence, showing that evolution is driven most powerfully by interactions between 
species, rather than adaptation to the environment. Dr Michael Brockhurst said: "We used fast evolving viruses 
so that we could observe hundreds of generations of evolution. We found that for every viral strategy of attack, 
the bacteria would adapt to defend it self, which triggered an endless cycle of co-evolutionary change. We 
compared this with evolution against a fixed target, by disabling the bacteria's ability to adapt to the virus." 
"These experiments showed us that co-evolutionary interactions between species result in more genetically 
diverse populations, compared to instances where the host was not able to adapt to the parasite. The virus was 
also able to evolve twice as quickly when the bacteria were allowed to evolve alongside it."As could be 
expected, the article mentioning this research evoked a huge and negative reaction, but mostly based on 
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sentiments rather than ratio .

1.3 The second phase of evolution

1.3.1 About layers and hierarchic levels

During the first phase of evolution matter is born from Macrocosmic Mind and during the second phase 
microcosmic mind is born from first evolved matter. The foremost principle of biology is: "Life comes from life." If 
life contains expressed consciousness it must have an origin, which also contains consciousness. Life has 
evolved from matter, so matter cannot be completely dead and must contain at least a potential form of 

5
consciousness . Microvita, included in atoms, are carriers of expressed consciousness and, because of that, 
are capable to turn the initial evolution, of Macrocosmic Mind into matter, into microcosmic mind emerging from 
matter and consequently enable the birth of life in later stages.

All organic forms are composed of atoms and molecules, with only a material layer, but all organic 
forms possess a subtle overall layer. In the course of evolution some simple organisms developed into more 
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complex organisms and consequently also their subtle overall layer developed from simplicity to complexity. In 
principle the subtle overall layer is composed of three elements: mind, energy and subtle negative and/or 
subtle positive microvita.  A simple molecule is equipped with the simplest, but not yet complete, subtle overall 
layer: energy and subtle microvita. Its mind is rudimentary and has not yet reached complete expression, 
because its lower layers don't have a mind.

If the subtle layer of organic forms is another word for mind, a natural question comes up: "How can 
mind be composed of mind?" Of course the answer must be in the negative; a mind cannot be composed of 

6
itself. Consider life as composed of a hierarchical structure . Various levels can be recognized like subatomic 
level, atoms, molecules, organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organ systems and organisms. As Erwin 

7Schrödinger already observed , each higher level shows new properties beyond the already existing ones of 
lower levels. Atoms show properties that subatomic particles don't possess; water molecules show properties 
that are unknown to hydrogen or oxygen and organs show properties beyond the scope of their cells.

1.3.2 What is life?

Microvita inside atoms function as a kind of glue for cooperation and for future higher levels of 
complexity, but atoms are not yet equipped with a subtle layer, mind. Molecules do have a grid of subtle 
negative microvita around the totality of their various included atoms, so they do have a mind. One limitation 
exists: their atoms do not have minds and consequently the overall mind of a molecule cannot be connected 
with non-existing lower level minds. In other words, the overall mind of a molecule is incomplete and 
consequently a molecule cannot be called a living unit.

All higher levels are composed of lower levels, from which it can be concluded that the material layer of 
e.g. a virus consists of molecules, atoms and crude negative microvita. Its highest subtle overall layer only 
contains subtle negative microvita. Atoms only possess crude negative microvita in their material layer, while 
molecules only possess additional subtle negative microvita in their subtle overall layer. The overall, so subtle, 
layer of a virus also only contains subtle negative microvita. This means that a virus is a collection of only crude, 
negative and crude, positive microvita. Because of these characteristics viruses are not living cells, but efficient 
and clever parasites.

An organelle, a similar simple cell or a subcell has its own identity and its own complete, overall mind. 
Different from a virus, the overall mind of an organelle, with its energy and sub-minds, not only contains subtle 
negative microvita, but also subtle positive microvita, sometimes called metavita. Organelles are capable of 
independent reproduction and are living units. Human beings may not be the biggest creatures on earth, but 
they do have the most developed biological structure and overall mind. Their complex overall mind in itself is a 
com-position of several layers, called kosa's in Sanskrit.

Bodiless minds are far from generally accepted, but if they exist they cannot have a material layer. 
During the dying process the overall mind dissociates from the sub-minds and the numerous material layers of 
atoms and molecules. What will remain is a still united network of subtle negative and positive microvita plus 
their collected energies in the various nodes of this network. The lower minds of the hierarchic material 
structure are disconnected from the overall mind and all biological units disintegrate.

Organelles or similar relatively simple, biological structures are the first living entities. While reading 
8

this, the 'Mother of All Questions'  certainly will come up: "What is life?" What is the difference between 
chemical and biological units? From what has been written before a number of definitions can be summarized.

Question 1 : What is life ?

Answer : Material life is a local structure of cooperating microvita of various denominations, in
unity with subatomic particles, atoms and molecules.

Question 2 : What is a living unit ?

Answer : A living unit is a biological, autopoiesic network with a basic, but complete overall 
mind. Both biological network and complete overall mind are interdependent. A biological unit without an 

8
overall mind is like the dead chicken of Paul Davies . But also, a complete overall mind cannot have physical 
existence without the support of a biological network. Such a network is a layered and hierarchic organization 
of biological autopoiesic units each with an individual overall and sub-mind. A basic, but complete overall mind 
is a single or multiple layered network of subtle negative and positive microvita, plus the collected energies that 
are located in the various nodes of this network.

But, a mind with minimum characteristics can only be a crude prototype, rather than the equivalence of 
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a fully developed mind. A basic mind accepts incoming information and takes the resulting form, but does not 
yet posses enough identity to be self-reflective. Such a mind can be called a static mind.

After in such a simple unit a huge amount of experiences has occurred, it starts developing an internal 
observer of those present and past activities (memory) and begins to identify with the content of its memory. 
The conviction comes "I am what I am doing now and what I did before", it starts developing an "I"-identity with a 
certain amount of intellect. Such a mind is no longer static, not yet fully conscious, but nevertheless dynamic.

Still, developments may continue and such dynamic minds may begin to realize that all experiences 
are temporarily, they occur and fade away into memory, yet a feeling of "I " is permanent. "Everything changes, 
but I do not change and remain to exist inside all dynamic changes." Such a mind is no longer dynamic and gets 
transformed in to a subtle and fully developed, highly conscious mind.

Question 3 : What is matter?
1

Answer : It is interesting here to read the following strong statement of P. R. Sarkar  :

"Some intellectuals are of the opinion that matter is bottled-up energy. No, matter is not bottled-up energy.

The characteristics and different wonts of energy are quite different from those of matter.

The mass of matter has got nothing to do with energy".

Energy is present in matter, but it may leave and then get transformed into a different kind of energy, 
like e.g. kinetic energy may become stored as potential energy and stored energy vice versa may be emitted as 
a force particle. Matter is different; one form of matter cannot be transformed into another form. Energy and 
movement are always together. Energy moves and can only remain local if it finds a shelter.

Microvita are the shelter of energy, of pure energy. So, matter is a collection of pure energy, subatomic 
particles, which are a local form of energy, and negative microvita. Without microvita matter will loose its form. If 
the ideas contained in this article are correct, subatomic particles cannot be matter, but are a nonlocal wave of 
energy. They do have specific characteristics and are influenced by the four forces of nature, can absorb force 
particles, release particles, but their nature remains wave-like, rather than form. The form that arises after ob-
servation inside the mind of an observer is not the form of the subatomic wavicles or atoms. It is the reflection of 
their waves against a specifically directed field of electromagnetic waves or against the field of microvita inside 
the mind of an observer. No collapse of waves occurs, it is the interference of waves that appears as form inside 
mind. No dead or live cat; no cat at all!  Another example of the relation between microvita and form is the Bose-
Einstein condensate. If the temperature of matter will be reduced and reached absolute zero, the negative 
microvita will hibernate. Consequently form and identity will get lost and the collection of atoms no longer 
remains a collection of individual forms but acts as one formless atom.

1.4 Two factors included in morphogenesis

The material basis of life is the atom, including billions of microvita. Yet, the ultimate material cause of 
atoms is consciousness. The first efficient cause - that which is the dynamic and creative cause of forms - 
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operates in two phases:  abstract and actual morphogenesis . The first efficient cause of the abstract phase is 

1the creativity and intelligence, included in consciousness, needed for the design of new forms. P.R. Sarkar  
calls this Jina Purusa, in English 'expressive power'. But creativity and abstract intelligence alone do not 
suffice, a second efficient subcomponent is needed: energy, with its abstract capacity to adopt a huge variety of 

10
mental forms . After the first and abstract phase, the process of morphogenesis continues with a phase of 
materialization. In this process abstract creativity is needed to transform what already is present into something 
new. This creativity is also a characteristic of consciousness. P.R. Sarkar named it Krta Purus'a, 'creative skill of 
action' in English. On local levels, these two characteristics of consciousness are represented by microvita, 
both present in the environment, as well as inside evolved chemical and biological forms. Negative microvita 
not only have the ability to act as catalyzing agents in the morphogenesis of new forms and its repetition, but 
also in their maintenance, as well as their decomposition. Subtle positive and negative microvita are involved in 
the formation of simple and complex multilayered minds.

"Billions of microvita produced a single carbon atom. That is why it cannot be said that everything 
comes from carbon atoms. Rather, the carbon atoms come from microvita. Not only carbon atoms, but all 
other kind of atoms are the creations of microvita. Naturally, chemistry, biochemistry and all other 
associated branches of science will undergo a revolutionary change".       - Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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2 Conclusions

With William of Occam it can be agreed that in general, complexity be best understood and explained 
by simplicity. A more sober matrix offers a quicker route to what is essential. However there is a limit to 
simplicity. The simplicity of Occam's razor needs to include all layers of the subject of research. Reduction 
without deep observation will only result in superficial, ambiguous and biased understanding. In opposition to 
atomism, holism leads to a deeper understanding of the multiplicity of forms and allows any observer to 
discover and realize the fundamental bipolarity in the nature of the universe and oneself.

The paradigm of bipolarity, as it is explained here, is a rational extrapolation of already existing ideas. It 
is my opinion that it has the potential to offer a significant contribution to vital biological and neurological 
questions, e.g. "What is the origin of life?" "How is mind related to matter?" and "Which driving forces are 
essential in evolution?" The new science of microvita, as initiated by P.R. Sarkar, with its focus on internal and 
environmental intelligence and creativity, has the potential to enrich the flow of the developmental-variation-

11
focused view, which, at this moment, is becoming complementary to gene selection . Both bipolarity and the 
science of microvita are in its infant stage and need a lot of research before reaching maturity.

This article in itself maybe analytical and an extrapolation of already existing knowledge, yet, it is 
theoretical and an intellectual speculation. Moreover it is in no way complete and will contain mistakes. To 
discover whether it holds any truth at all, its assumptions need evidence, which can be obtained first by critical 
analyses to be followed by intellectual, psycho-physical and of course, empirical research. Such research 
cannot rest for long upon the achievements of a single discipline, but will only become fully effective and 
convincing after interdisciplinary cooperation. A first approach towards such a new horizon will be to develop 
the interest needed for a skillful and creative design of one or more appropriate tests.
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1. To propagate the knowledge and science of microvita by 
psycho-spiritual practice in individual and collective life.

2. To increase moral values, to generate scientific thinking, 
to remove dogma with the spread of knowledge of 
microvita at school, college and university levels.

3. To initiate and inspire about research on Yogic, Vaedic, 
Naturopathic, Ayurvedic and Homoeopathic schools of 
medicine.

4. To incorporate faculty of Physics, Chemistry, Botany and 
Medicine for research on microvita and integrated 
medicine; including research on medicinal plants and 
Homoeopathic medicine.

5. To organize free medical camps in villages and cities 
involving specialists of different system of medicine.

6. To publish result of the research in national and 
international journals and interact with other people 
working in the field in and out of the country.

7. To make judicious use of different systems of medicine 
and microvita for the treatment of diabetes, 
hypertension, heart diseases, cancer and diseases of 
modern era.

8. To establish laboratory and research centers for 
relentless research on microvita and integrated medicine 
for the welfare of entire humanity.

Who can join?
Any person interested in serving humanity through research 
on microvita and integrated medicine and abides rules and 
regulations of the society can become the member of the 
society.
Life Membership fee : Rs. 1500/- (Once)

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF SMRIM

Contact address :
PRESIDENT 

Society for Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM) 
28, Shivaji Nagar, UDAIPUR-313001 (Raj.) INDIA

Telephone : +91-9414168910, E-mail : skvermaster@gmail.com

BOOK-POST

WHAT IS MICROVITA ?

Microvita : Micro- Small, Vita- Living
Definition : Entities or objects which come within the realm of 
both physicality and psychic expressions, which are smaller or 
subtler than atoms, electrons or protons; and in the psychic 
realm, may be subtler than ectoplasm or its extra-psychic 
coverage; endoplasm have been termed as “Microvita” 
(Singular- Microvitum) by Shri P. R .Sarkar.
Physicality : The position of microvita is just between 
ectoplasm and electron, but they are neither ectoplasm nor 
electron.
Categories :
A) Based on density or subtlety -
First : Coming within the scope of a highly developed 

microscope.
Second : Not coming within the scope of a perception but 

coming within the scope of perception as a result 
of their expression or actional vibration.

Third : Not coming within the scope of common 
perception but coming within the scope of a 
special type of perception which is actually the 
reflection of conception within the periphery of 
perception.

B) Based on nature -
1. Positive
2. Negative
3. Neutral/Ordinary
Movement :
lMove throughout the entire universe.
lMove unbarred, without caring for the atmospheric 

conditions.
lMove through a medium or media i.e. sound, form, 

figure, smell, tactuality or ideas.
Root cause of life :
Microvita create minds and bodies and also destroy minds and 
physical bodies. The root cause of life is not the unicellular 
protozoa or unit protoplasmic cell, but this unit microvitum.

Suggestions/Comments/Articles are welcomed

E-mail : skvermaster@gmail.com
REA

SDER

-Shrii P. R. Sarkar

24 March 2012
Udaipur (Rajasthan) INDIA
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